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Abstract
The two major effects observed in collisions of the continuum φ4 kinks are (i) the existence
of critical collision velocity above which the kinks always emerge from the collision and (ii) the
existence of the escape windows for multi-bounce collisions with the velocity below the critical
one, associated with the energy exchange between the kink’s internal and translational modes.
The potential merger (for sufficiently low collision speeds) of the kink and antikink produces a
bion with oscillation frequency ωB, which constantly radiates energy, since its higher harmonics
are always within the phonon spectrum. Similar effects have been observed in the discrete φ4
kink-antikink collisions for relatively weak discreteness. Here we analyze kinks colliding with their
mirror image antikinks in the regime of strong discreteness considering an exceptional discretization
of the φ4 field equation where the static Peierls–Nabarro potential is precisely zero and the not-
too-fast kinks can propagate practically radiating no energy. Several new effects are observed
in this case, originating from the fact that the phonon band width is small for strongly discrete
lattices and for even higher discreteness an inversion of the phonon spectrum takes place with the
short waves becoming low-frequency waves. When the phonon band is narrow, not a bion but a
discrete breather with frequency ωDB and all higher harmonics outside the phonon band is formed.
When the phonon spectrum is inverted, the kink and antikink become mutually repulsive solitary
waves with oscillatory tails, and their collision is possible only for velocities above a threshold value
sufficient to overcome their repulsion.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Continuum and discrete Klein–Gordon type equations contribute to the understanding of
many physical phenomena [1–4]. In discrete models the Lorentz invariance is lost and several
new important effects are observed, such as for example, the appearance of the Peierls–
Nabarro potential, the associated reduction of soliton mobility, the radiation produced by
moving solitary waves, etc. [2–6]. The case of strong discreteness is of particular interest
and it is encountered in many applications, e.g., in the description of arrays of Josephson
junctions [7], dissipative nonlinear discrete systems [8], dynamics of crowdions [9–13] and
dislocations [14–16] in crystals, propagation of domain walls in magnetic materials [17],
motion of spring-mass chains [18], in the discussion of electric charge transport in molecular
chains [19]. The consideration of the strongly discrete (anti-continuum) limit is a well-known
approach aiming towards the analytical treatment of discrete breathers [20, 21].
One particularly central problem in the dynamics of solitary waves is the analysis of
their collision outcomes, especially beyond the merely-phase-shifting elastic wave interac-
tions within integrable models [22–39]. Continuum Klein–Gordon equations, apart from the
famous integrable sine-Gordon example [4], support exact solutions in the form of moving
kinks which interact inelastically. Collisions between a kink and an antikink moving towards
each other with initial velocities ±vc have been extensively studied. It has been found that
if vc > v
∗, where v∗ is a critical collision velocity, then the kink and antikink separate after
the first collision [22–24, 26–28]. On the other hand, collisions with vc < v
∗ produce a set of
escape windows having fractal structure [24, 26–28]. When the collision velocity is within
such a window, the kink and antikink move away from each other after multiple collisions.
The kinks’ internal vibrational modes [40] have been extensively argued to be responsible
for this effect: they store some energy of the kinks’ translational motion which can be re-
turned in the subsequent collisions, leading the kink and antikink to overcome their mutual
attraction. If the kink and antikink do not split after a few collisions, they lose a substan-
tial amount of energy to small-amplitude radiative wavepackets (emitted from the collision
location) and, being unable to overcome the mutual attraction, create a bound oscillatory
state called bion, whose main frequency lies below the phonon band but higher harmonics
within the band. Resonating with the phonons, the bion constantly radiates energy and its
amplitude gradually decreases.
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The effect of weak discreteness on the solitary wave collisions was studied in Refs. [26, 29]
and radiationless energy exchange between colliding quasi-particles was described. On the
other hand, the collision of solitary waves in strongly discrete Klein–Gordon systems has
not been studied so far. The reason is the above mentioned immobility of kinks in the
presence of Peierls–Nabarro potential induced by discreteness. However this difficulty can
be overcome by considering exceptional discretizations [41] of the Klein–Gordon equations
where the static Peierls–Nabarro potential is precisely zero [41–53]. In Ref. [54], kink-
antikink collisions have been analyzed in various models free of the static Peierls–Nabarro
potential for the case of weak discreteness (lattice spacing h ∼ 0.1). It has been found that
collisions become more elastic with increasing h because the critical collision velocity v∗,
above which kinks separate after the first collision, reduces for larger h.
The absence of the static Peierls–Nabarro potential implies that the kink can move along
the chain practically radiating no energy if its velocity is very small and its profile is not
affected by the dynamical effects. Some discrete Klein–Gordon models support kinks or
nanopterons moving with a permanent profile [55–57], but such motion is observed only at
so-called “transparent points”, i.e., at isolated velocities at which kinks can propagate in
a discrete system as traveling waves. In particular, in Ref. [57] three discrete φ4 equations
free of the static Peierls–Nabarro potential were considered. The authors have shown that,
in addition to the vanishing velocity, the discrete φ4 equation proposed by Speight and
Ward [42, 43] supports a single isolated velocity, the model of Kevrekidis [44] supports three
velocities, and the model of Bender and Tovbis [52] supports none such velocities.
In the present work, for the φ4 equation discretized according to the method proposed
in Refs. [42, 43], we analyze kink-antikink collisions in the regime of strong discreteness
(h ∼ 1) in the absence of the static Peierls–Nabarro potential. We find that this setting is
conducive to the emergence of multiple new features including the formation of persistent
discrete breathers (rather than bions) in the strongly discrete regime. Another key finding
is the potential fundamental modification of the nature of the interaction from an attractive
to a repulsive one upon the inversion of the phonon band for strong discreteness in such
models.
Our presentation is structured as follows. In Section II we present the (exceptional
discretization) models and some of their principal static properties. Then in Section III we
examine the collisions of kinks and antikinks in these models. Finally, in Section IV we
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summarize our findings and present our conclusions, as well as some challenges for future
work.
II. THE φ4 FIELD MODEL AND ITS EXCEPTIONAL DISCRETIZATION
A. Continuum φ4 equation and its conventional discretization
The Klein–Gordon field-theoretic model can be defined by the Hamiltonian
H =
∫ +∞
−∞
[
1
2
φ2t +
1
2
φ2x + V (φ)
]
dx, (1)
where φ(x, t) is a real scalar function of spatial and temporal coordinates x and t, respec-
tively. The subscripts x and t denote differentiation with respect to the corresponding
coordinate. The function V (φ) defines the on-site potential, which for the φ4 model reads:
V (φ) =
1
2
(
1− φ2)2 . (2)
The Hamiltonian (1) with the potential (2) gives the following equation of motion:
φtt − φxx − 2φ
(
1− φ2) = 0, (3)
which can be transformed to the form of the φ4 model considered in Ref. [42] by rescaling
the spatial and temporal coordinates by a factor of 1/2. This equation has an exact solution
in the form of a moving kink (antikink),
φ = ± tanh x− x0 − vt√
1− v2 , (4)
for the upper (lower) sign, which propagates with the velocity v starting at t = 0 from the
initial position x = x0. Substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (1) one finds for the total energy of
the continuum kink
EcK =
4
3
√
1− v2 . (5)
The discrete φ4 equation is introduced on the lattice x = nh with spacing h > 0, where
n is integer. The conventional discretization of the φ4 equation (3) reads [22]:
φ¨n =
1
h2
(
φn−1 − 2φn + φn+1
)
+ 2φn
(
1− φ2n
)
, (6)
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where φn(t) = φ(nh, t) and differentiation with respect to time is denoted by overdot. This
discretization conserves the following Hamiltonian:
H =
h
2
∑
n
[
φ˙2n +
(
φn+1 − φn
h
)2
+
(
1− φ2n
)2]
. (7)
Collision of highly discrete kinks cannot be studied within this model because the kinks are
trapped by the Peierls–Nabarro potential and cannot propagate freely.
B. Exceptional discretization of the φ4 equation
Speight has derived the following discrete φ4 model [42, 43]:
φ¨n =
(
1
h2
+
1
3
)(
φn−1 − 2φn + φn+1
)
+2φn −
1
9
[
2φ3n +
(
φn + φn−1
)3
+
(
φn + φn+1
)3] ≡ fn, (8)
which possesses the Hamiltonian
H =
h
2
∑
n
(
φ˙2n + u
2
)
, (9)
where
u ≡ ±φn − φn−1
h
− 1 + φ
2
n−1 + φn−1φn + φ
2
n
3
. (10)
For equilibrium states, we have that u = 0, which can be used for obtaining the kink profile
(see below). Note that we have denoted the right-hand side of Eq. (8) as fn, which is
the force acting on n-th particle from the two neighboring particles and from the on-site
potential.
It can be proved [42, 43] that static kinks of the model (8) can be derived iteratively
from the two-point map by setting (10) equal to 0, which is a quadratic algebraic equation
having the roots
φn±1 = −
φn
2
∓ 3
2h
±
√
3
2
√
−φ2n ±
6
h
φn +
3
h2
+ 4. (11)
One can take in Eq. (11) either the upper or the lower signs. The iterations can be started
from any initial value |φn| < 1 to produce a static kink placed arbitrarily with respect to the
lattice. The on-site kink is found for φn = 0 and the inter-site kink for φn = 3/h−
√
3 + 9/h2.
All such kinks have exactly the same potential energy and thus they do not experience a
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static Peierls–Nabarro potential. Kinks exist also in the particular case of h = 1 and they
can be found from the iterative formula (11).
Examples of the inter-site static kink profiles, constructed by iterating Eq. (11), are shown
in Fig. 1(a) for h = 0.5 by dots and for h = 1.5 by rhombuses. Note that for h < 1 the kink’s
tails are monotonic, while for h > 1 they oscillate around the asymptotic states φn = ±1.
The latter will play a key role in the modified interaction of the kink and antikink for h > 1,
as we will show below.
Let us discuss the energy of the discrete kink. As it has been shown in the original paper
by Speight [42], the energy of the static kink does not depend on the discreteness parameter
h and thus, it is equal to 4/3, as it follows from Eq. (5), which is the result for the continuum
kink (h→ 0). However, Speight’s theory says nothing about the kink dynamics and we have
done numerical simulations to find the total (kinetic plus potential) energy of the discrete
kink, EdK, for different values of h and compared it to the prediction of the continuum theory,
EcK, Eq. (5). The result is presented in Fig. 2(a), where the solid line shows the prediction of
the continuum theory, Eq. (5), and the dots stand for various h according to the legend. To
better see the effect of h on the energy of the moving discrete kink, in Fig. 2(b) the difference
EdK − EcK is given as a function of vc. It can be concluded that the energy of the moving
discrete kink exceeds the energy predicted by the continuum theory and upon increasing h
the difference increases. The difference also increases with growing kink velocity vc, but for
vanishing kink velocity, kink energy is indeed equal to 4/3 ≈ 1.3333 and it does not depend
on h [42].
C. Spectrum of vacuum and small-amplitude vibrations localized on the kink
Let φ0n be an equilibrium static solution of Eq. (8). Small-amplitude oscillations around
this solution can be studied by inserting φn(t) = φ
0
n + εn(t) into the equation of motion (8),
where εn  1, and obtaining the linearized equation in the form
ε¨n =
1
h2
(
εn−1 − 2εn + εn+1
)
+
1
3
[
1− (φ0n + φ0n−1)2] εn−1
+
1
3
[
1− (φ0n + φ0n+1)2] εn+1 + 13 [4− 2 (φ0n)2 − (φ0n + φ0n−1)2 − (φ0n + φ0n+1)2] εn.(12)
Substituting into Eq. (12) the ansatz εn = exp(iqn − iωt), where ω is the frequency and q
is the wavenumber, one obtains the eigenvalue problem for finding the spectrum of small-
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FIG. 1. (a) Inter-site static kink profiles for h = 0.5 (dots) and h = 1.5 (rhombuses). For h < 1 the
kink’s tails are monotonic, while for h > 1 they oscillate around the asymptotic states φn = ±1.
(b) Borders of the phonon spectrum, ω1 and ω2, as functions of h, shown by the dashed and solid
lines, respectively. The lines cross at h = 1. The scattered data shows the frequencies of the small-
amplitude vibrational modes localized on the on-site (dots) and inter-site (circles) static kinks.
The zero-frequency mode e1 is the Goldstone translational mode, which is used for kink boosting.
The second lowest frequency mode e2 is the kink’s internal mode. (c), (d) Profiles of the Goldstone
translational mode and kink’s internal mode, respectively, for the kinks shown in (a).
amplitude vibrations around the static solution φ0n.
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(a) (b)
FIG. 2. (a) Total (potential plus kinetic) energy of the discrete kink, EdK, as a function of its
velocity for different values of the discreteness parameter h. The solid line shows the prediction of
the continuum theory, EcK, Eq. (5). (b) The difference E
d
K − EcK as a function of kink velocity for
various values of the discreteness parameter h.
In particular, the spectrum of the vacuum solution φ0n = ±1 is
ω2 = 4 + 4
1− h2
h2
sin2
(q
2
)
. (13)
This spectrum lies in between
ω21 = 4 and ω
2
2 = 4 + 4
1− h2
h2
. (14)
At h = 1 one has ω1 = ω2, i.e., the width of the spectrum vanishes and hence linear modes
arise at a single frequency, namely ω = 2. This situation where the frequency is independent
of wavenumber is referred to as a flat band and is of particular interest in recent studies [58].
For h < 1 the short waves (|q| ≈ pi) have frequencies higher than the long waves (|q| ≈ 0).
For h > 1 the situation is reversed.
For the static kink solution φ0n the eigenvalue problem is solved numerically. For this, a
kink is placed in the middle of the lattice of N = 200 particles with boundary conditions
φ1 = −1, φN = 1. The solution of the eigenvalue problem gives N−2 eigenfrequencies ωk and
the same number of eigenvectors, (ek)n. Most of the eigenfrequencies lie within the phonon
spectrum of vacuum but a few of them are below the relevant band. This is demonstrated
in Fig. 1(b). The borders of the phonon spectrum as functions of h, Eq. (14), are shown
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by the dashed and solid lines. Dots and circles indicate frequencies of the modes localized
on the on-site and inter-site kink, respectively. For any h there exists the zero frequency
mode e1, which is the translational (Goldstone) mode. The mode e2, which has the lowest
non-zero frequency, is nothing but the kink’s internal mode, which in the continuum limit
(h → 0) has frequency √3. In Fig. 1(c) we plot the Goldstone modes and in Fig. 1(d) the
kink’s internal modes for the inter-site kinks shown in (a), i.e., for the discreteness parameter
h = 0.5 (dots) and h = 1.5 (rhombuses).
D. Interaction of well separated kink and mirror image antikink
For further discussion it is instructive to understand how the kink and antikink interact
with each other at large distances and how this interaction depends on the lattice spacing h.
In the continuum models, the force acting between the kinks is usually calculated as minus
gradient of the potential energy of their interaction. In the regime of strong discreteness
(h ∼ 1), the kink is localized on a few particles. Using this fact, we just calculate the force
acting on the central particle of the on-site kink from the tail of an on-site antikink, which
is located at some distance to the right of the kink, see Fig. 3(a). The high symmetry of
the considered structure allows to solve the problem. The calculation will be done in the
adiabatic approximation assuming that the kink and the antikink are at rest. Let φ0n be the
static kink solution and φtn be the antikink tail. We assume the tail solution to be of the
form (as will be justified later)
φtn = 1 + 
t
n, (15)
where |tn|  1. The force acting on the n-th site, which is within the kink, can be calculated
by substituting the linear superposition φn = φ
0
n+
t
n into Eq. (8) and linearizing with respect
to tn. The result is
fn =
1
h2
(
tn−1 − 2tn + tn+1
)
+
1
3
[
1− (φ0n + φ0n−1)2] tn−1 + 13 [1− (φ0n + φ0n+1)2] tn+1
+
1
3
[
4− 2 (φ0n)2 − (φ0n + φ0n−1)2 − (φ0n + φ0n+1)2] tn. (16)
Notice that linear combinations of the kink solution and the antikink tail solution considered
here can be used for kinks with short-range tails, as in our case, but this approximation may
not work for kinks with long-range tails, see, e.g., Refs. [39, 59–62].
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FIG. 3. (a) The setup of the calculation of the force acting on the central particle of the on-site
kink from the antikink’s tail. The exact on-site static kink solution φ0n (large circles) and the
antikink (small circles) are shown. Here h = 2 and hence the kinks have oscillatory tails. The
kink is located at n = n0 = 0. (b) Normalized theoretically predicted force, fn0/
t
n0
, acting on the
central particle of the on-site kink from the antikink’s tail as calculated from Eq. (20).
An approximate kink tail solution can be derived by substituting Eq. (15) into Eq. (11)
and expanding with respect to tn up to the second power. The resulting iterative formula
reads
tn+1 =
1− h
1 + h
tn −
h(3 + h2)
3(1 + h)3
(tn)
2. (17)
It can be seen from the linear term of Eq. (17) that for h < 1 all tn have the same sign, so
that the kink’s tail monotonously approaches the value φn = 1. For h > 1 the tail oscillates
near φn = 1 since 
t
n and 
t
n+1 have opposite signs. If h = 1, the linear term in the expansion
(17) vanishes and we have a purely anharmonic chain with a corresponding short-range kink
tail. Note that the antikink tail is a mirror image of the kink tail (17), that is why the
antikink tail can be described using
tn−1 =
1− h
1 + h
tn −
h(3 + h2)
3(1 + h)3
(tn)
2. (18)
The ansatz (15) can be justified by considering the vacuum solution φ0n = 1 for all n
and getting from Eq. (12) the following static equation for the small deviation from the
vacuum: (1/h2 − 1)(εn−1 − 2εn + εn+1)− 4εn = 0. Looking for the solution to this equation
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in the form εn = q
n one obtains the quadratic characteristic equation having the roots
q1,2 = (1∓ h)/(1± h), which is equivalent to the linear part of kink tail solution (17).
The force fn acting on any site within the kink can be now calculated for any given value
of tn  1 after finding tn±1 from Eq. (18) and substituting into Eq. (16). Recall that the
static kink solution can be found iteratively for any given −1 < φ0n < 1 from Eq. (11).
The analytical expression for the force fn can be simplified for the case of the highly
symmetric on-site kink. Let the on-site kink be located at n = n0, i.e., φ
0
n0
= 0. Then from
Eq. (11) one finds the displacements for the neighboring sites:
φ0n0±1 = ∓
3
2h
±
√
3
2
√
3
h2
+ 4. (19)
For a given small value tn0 we find 
t
n0±1 from the linear part of Eq. (18) and substituting
these values together with φn0 = 0 and φn0+1 = −φn0−1 into Eq. (16), we obtain the force
acting from the antikink’s tail on the central particle of the on-site kink:
fn0 = −
4tn0
(1− h)(1 + h)
− 
t
n0
3
{
2 (1 + h2)
(1− h)(1 + h)
[
1−
(
φ0n0+1
)2]
− 2 (φn0+1)2 + 4} , (20)
where φn0+1 is given by Eq. (19). Note that for the considered here kink and mirror image
antikink the sign of tn0 in Eq. (20) does not change. There are two possible interpretations
of the displacements of particles φn, i.e., one can think of either longitudinal or transverse
particle motion. In Fig. 3(a) the force acting on the n0-th particle is shown in vertical
direction because the particle displacements φn are also shown in transverse direction. For
positive such forces, the particle is moving upwards which means that a preceding particle is
moving upward as well, leading the coherent structure to move to the left. By a symmetric
argument, when the relevant force is negative, the waves will move toward each other. In
this way, one can connect the force on individual particles to the force resulting on the
nonlinear wave.
From Eq. (20) it can be seen that fn0 is proportional to 
t
n0
. The dependence of fn0/
t
n0
on h is shown in Fig. 3(b). It is interesting to note that the sign of the force changes at
h = 1 so that the kink and antikink attract each other for h < 1 and repel each other for
h > 1. This fact will be confirmed numerically in Sec. III.
Note that the ratio fn0/
t
n0
diverges at h = 1, see Fig. 3(b). The values of the force fn0
remain finite even for h = 1. In Fig. 4 the values of the force fn0 acting on the central
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FIG. 4. Force acting on the central particle of the on-site kink from the tail of the on-site antikink
at the distance d = nh from the kink: (a) the case of attractive interaction when h < 1 and (b) the
case of repulsive interaction h > 1. The values of the lattice spacing h are given for each curve.
particle of the on-site kink from the tail of the mirror image antikink are presented for the
lattice spacing close to 1 as a function of the distance between the kink and antikink d
normalized by the lattice spacing h. In (a) h < 1 and the force is negative since the kink
and antikink attract each other. In (b) h > 1 and the interaction between the kink and
antikink is repulsive. The use of the logarithmic scale for the ordinate reveals exponential
decay of the force with the distance between kink and antikink and this decay is faster for
h closer to 1.
III. KINK-ANTIKINK COLLISIONS
A. Simulation setup
The set of equations of motion (8) was integrated numerically using the Sto¨rmer method
of the sixth order [63] with the time step τ = 0.005. This method is efficient in finding a
solution to the Cauchy problem for a system of second-order ordinary differential equations
not containing the first derivative of the unknown function. The kink-antikink collisions
were investigated in the chain having sufficiently large number of particles N , so that the
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radiation emitted by the colliding kinks does not reach the ends of the chain by the end of the
simulation run. This way the effect of the radiation on the kink dynamics is avoided. Fixed
boundary conditions were employed, φL = φR = −1, where φL and φR are the coordinates
of the particles at the left and right ends of the chain, respectively (though the type of
boundary conditions is not important for such sufficiently long chains). In typical runs we
took the number of lattice points N = 2000, which was sufficient to avoid the effect of the
radiation reflected from the fixed ends of the chain on the kink-antikink collisions.
The moving kink can be obtained by using the Goldstone translational mode e1, see
Fig. 1(c). The initial conditions were formulated as follows. At t = 0 we set φn = φ
0
n, where
φ0n is the static kink solution, and at t = τ the Goldstone mode is added, φn = φ
0
n + δ(e1)n,
with a small coefficient δ which defines the speed of the boosted kink. The eigenvector e1 is
assumed to be normalized, ||e1|| = 1. The resulting kink velocity is measured numerically
and it is called collision velocity vc.
The obtained kink moving with the velocity vc collides with its mirror image antikink
having velocity −vc in the middle of the chain. The initial distance between the kink and
antikink is taken sufficiently large for their exponential tails to not overlap.
B. Numerical results
Examples of the kink-antikink collisions are presented in Fig. 5: in (a)–(a′′) for h = 0.5,
in (b)–(b′′) for h = 0.9, in (c)–(c′′) for h = 1.1, and in (d)–(d′′) for h = 1.5, by plotting the
particles with the maximal energy. The collision velocity in each row increases from the left
to the right. Corresponding 3D plots are given in Fig. 6.
It can be clearly inferred that the collisions are qualitatively different for h < 1 and h > 1,
since the kink profiles are different in these two cases, see Eq. (17) and Fig. 1(a) for the kink
tails, and the sign of the force acting between the kink and antikink changes at h = 1, as it
was demonstrated in Sec. II D. Indeed, in line with the suggestive theoretical analysis of the
previous section for h < 1 (h > 1) the kink and antikink attract (repel) each other.
At h < 1 (two upper rows of Fig. 5) the kink and antikink attract each other as in the
continuum case. In the first row the phonon band width is relatively large and it is small
in the second row. The collisions are not elastic and a part of the energy of the kink and
antikink related to their translational motion is converted into long-lived vibrational modes,
14
FIG. 5. Trajectories of colliding kinks and antikinks in the time-space plane for h = 0.5 in (a)-(a′′),
for h = 0.9 in (b)-(b′′), for h = 1.1 in (c)-(c′′), and for h = 1.5 in (d)-(d′′), shown by plotting the
particles with the maximal energy. The origin of the temporal coordinate is chosen at the collision
time moment tc. The collision velocity vc increases in each row from the left to the right having the
values: (a) 0.06062, (a′) 0.08237, (a′′) 0.09069; (b) 0.1, (b′) 0.15, (b′′) 0.2; (c) 0.01751, (c′) 0.1958,
(c′′) 0.2501; (d) 0.01994, (d′) 0.1481, (d′′) 0.1486.
while a smaller portion of energy is radiated in the form of small-amplitude waves. If the
collision velocity is above a threshold value v∗, the coherent structures pass through each
other and continue their motion with a reduced velocity v < vc, as exemplified in (a
′′) and
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(a)h = 0.5, vc = 0.06062, cf. Fig. 5(a). (b)h = 0.5, vc = 0.08237, cf. Fig. 5(a’).
(c)h = 0.9, vc = 0.15, cf. Fig. 5(b’). (d)h = 1.1, vc = 0.1958, cf. Fig. 5(c’).
(e)h = 1.5, vc = 0.01994, cf. Fig. 5(d). (f)h = 1.5, vc = 0.1486, cf. Fig. 5(d”).
FIG. 6. 3D plots showing kink-antikink collisions. For each panel the values of the discreteness
parameter h and collision velocity vc, as well as the link to corresponding panel of Fig. 5 are
provided.
(b′′). Plots (a) and (a′) show collisions with velocity vc < v
∗. Here the waves after the
collision cannot overcome their mutual attraction and collide again. In Fig. 5(a) a bion is
formed [see also 3D plot in Fig. 6(a)], which is a kink-antikink bound state. The bion’s
frequency is below the phonon band, ωB < ω1 = 2. From Eq. (14), for h = 0.5 the upper
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edge of the phonon band is ω2 = 4. This means that bion’s higher harmonics are always
within the phonon band, and thus the bion radiates its energy due to the relevant resonance
mechanism. In Fig. 5(a′), we have a three-bounce collision after which the kinks separate and
continue their motion with a velocity v < vc [also shown in Fig. 6(b)]. Such multi-bounce
collisions with vc < v
∗ are possible because the energy stored by the kinks’ internal modes
can be transformed back into energy of the kinks’ translational motion. This suggests that
here we are still in a regime proximal to the continuum limit where such phenomenology
is well-known [24, 27, 28]. For a discrete breather (DB) to exist on top of the nonzero
background, it is necessary that its frequency and all higher harmonics are outside of the
phonon spectrum [20]. In Fig. 5(b) and (b′) the collision velocity is also below v∗. However
in this case the width of the phonon band is small and a DB is formed with its frequency
and all higher harmonics outside the phonon band. Formation of DBs can also be seen in
the 3D plots, Fig. 6(c,d). Thus, there is no mechanism for the breather to radiate its energy
and it can be expected to persist over a long-time evolution.
For the analysis of the kink-antikink collisions in the case of h > 1 one should take into
account the kinetic energy of the interacting kinks which can help to overcome their mutual
repulsion. This repulsion is clearly seen in Fig. 5(c), (d) and (d′), where the collision velocity
is below a threshold value v∗∗ sufficient to overcome their repulsion. In Fig. 5(c′), (c′′) and
(d′′) the collision velocity is above v∗∗ and the kinks indeed collide. A 3D picture of kink-
antikink repulsion is presented in Fig. 6(e). In Fig. 5(c′′) the kink and antikink emerge after
the collision with a velocity smaller than vc. In Fig. 5(d
′′) [also in Fig. 6(f)], as a result of
the collision, a bion is produced with the main frequency within the relatively wide phonon
band. The bion disappears after a few oscillations producing a burst of radiation. On the
other hand, in Fig. 5(c′) [also in Fig. 6(d)] the phonon band is narrow and a DB is formed
with frequency ωDB < ω2, i.e., below the phonon band with all higher harmonics above the
phonon band, hence the relevant waveform is expected to persist, as is indeed observed in
the corresponding evolution dynamics.
Two critical velocities were defined above, v∗ for h < 1 and v∗∗ for h > 1. In Fig. 7 the
critical velocities are plotted as functions of h. The critical velocity v∗ has a minimum at
h = 0.6; here, collisions are most elastic. v∗ denotes the threshold above which separation
of the kink-antikink pair occurs after a single collision. The critical velocity v∗∗ increases
linearly with h. vc < v
∗∗ denotes the scenario of repulsion without collision in the case of
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FIG. 7. Critical collision velocities v∗ and v∗∗ as functions of h, for h < 1 and h > 1, respectively.
For vc > v
∗ kink and antikink separate after the first collision, as shown in Fig. 5(a′′). For
vc < v
∗ and h < 0.7 they either create a bion, Fig. 5(a), or separate after a multi-bounce collision,
Fig. 5(a′). For vc < v∗ and 0.7 < h < 1 a DB is formed, Fig. 5(b) or (b′). When vc > v∗∗ the
kink and antikink collide forming a DB (1 < h < 1.5, Fig. 5(c′)) or a burst of radiation (h > 1.5,
Fig. 5(d′′)). For sufficiently large vc and h close to 1, the kink and antikink separate after the first
collision, Fig. 5(c′′). For vc < v∗∗ they repel each other, Fig. 5(c) or (d), or (d′).
h > 1. Depending on h and the collision velocity, Fig. 7 is divided into parts where different
collision scenarios are observed, as linked to the panels of Fig. 5.
In Fig. 8 the kinetic energy of the chain is plotted as a function of time for the cases (a)
h = 0.9 and (b) h = 1.3. In both cases kink and antikink collide with the velocity vc = 0.9 at
t = 0 with the formation of DBs. Each collision of the kinks forming a DB results in a sharp
double-peak of the kinetic energy. We estimated the oscillation period and then frequency
of bions and DBs numerically by averaging over ten oscillations starting from the sixth one,
see Fig. 8. The first five oscillations are dropped because in some cases they have very long
period, e.g., in multi-bounce collisions. For example, in Fig. 8(a) ten oscillations take 53
time units, then T = 5.3, and ωDB = 2pi/T = 1.18, which is below the lower edge of the
phonon band ω1 = 2. The second harmonic has frequency 2ωDB = 2.36, which is above the
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FIG. 8. Kinetic energy of the chain with colliding kink and antikink as a function of time. In
(a) h = 0.9 and in (b) h = 1.3, and in both cases the initial velocity of the kink and antikink is
vc = 0.9. Collision takes place at t = 0 and in both cases it results in formation of a DB.
upper edge of the phonon band ω2 = 2.22. Note that the period of the bions in some cases
varies in time noticeably [e.g., in the case presented in Fig. 5(a)] due to the energy exchange
between the kink’s internal and translational modes and due to the losses to radiation. The
period of the DBs is more robust since they radiate much less energy having no interaction
with the phonons.
More information on the effect of the collision velocity on the collision outcome is pre-
sented in Fig. 9. For instance, for h = 0.5 in the top panel of (a) the frequency of a bion
formed when the collision velocity is relatively small is shown by dots as a function of vc.
The circles show the frequency of the bion’s second harmonic. Horizontal dashed lines show
the borders of the phonon spectrum frequencies, ω1 and ω2. It can be seen that the bion’s
frequency is always below the phonon spectrum but its second or third harmonic is within
the spectrum. For vc > 0.08 = v
∗ the kink and antikink separate after the first collision. The
bottom panel shows the bion frequency as a function of its amplitude for all the cases where
a bion was formed for h = 1.2 (left) and h = 1.3 (right). Similar results are presented in (b)
for h = 0.9, but in this case not a bion but a DB is formed with the main frequency below
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
FIG. 9. Top panels: effect of the collision velocity vc on the collision outcome for (a) h = 0.5, (b)
h = 0.9, (c) h = 1.2, and (d) h = 1.3. Horizontal dashed lines show the borders of the phonon
spectrum, ω1 and ω2. Bion frequency ωB, or DB frequency ωDB, are shown by dots, and the
second harmonics by circles. Bottom panels: (a) frequency of a bion formed in the collision with
vc < 0.07 as a function of its amplitude; (b)–(d) frequency of DB, formed as a result of collision
with sufficiently large velocity as a function of its amplitude.
the phonon band and all higher harmonics lie above the phonon band, hence suggesting the
long time persistence of the structure.
In the particular case of h = 1 the kink-antikink collisions result in the formation of DBs
if the collision velocity is roughly below 0.25 and the kinks separate after the first collision
for higher collision velocities, see Fig. 7. Formation of DBs in the case of h = 1 is not
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surprising because in this case, as it has been mentioned above, the width of the phonon
band vanishes, hence DBs should generically survive.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Kink-antikink collisions were analyzed numerically in the discrete φ4 model, Eq. (8),
which is free of the static Peierls–Nabarro potential. The lattice spacing h of order unity
was considered, which corresponds to a high discreteness with the kink spanning only just
a few lattice sites, see Fig. 1(a). Exact static kink solutions were derived iteratively from
the two-point map (10) starting from any admissible initial value φn. The existence of a
one-parameter set of static kinks positioned arbitrarily with respect to the lattice ensures
the existence of the zero frequency Goldstone translational mode, see Fig. 1(c). The profile
of this mode can be found by solving the eigenvalue problem for the equations of motion
linearized near the static kink solution, see Eq. (12). The moving kink can be obtained by
using the Goldstone mode as described in Sec. III A. Only symmetric collisions between the
kink and its mirror image antikink moving with velocities vc and −vc, respectively, were
addressed.
The borders of the phonon spectrum of the considered lattice, ω1 and ω2, cross at h = 1,
see Fig. 1(b). Around h = 1, the width of the relevant band is small (and it vanishes at
h = 1). The crossing of the phonon band edges changes the kink profile: for h < 1 the
kink’s tails are monotonic but for h > 1 they oscillate near the asymptotic values ±1, as
follows from Eq. (17) and as can be seen in Fig. 1(a). More importantly, for h < 1 kink
and antikink are mutually attractive topological solitons, while for h > 1 they repel each
other, as was shown in Sec. II D and in our study of collisional dynamics in Sec. III. The
collision outcome is qualitatively different for attractive (h < 1) and repulsive (h > 1) kink
and antikink, as summarized below.
For h < 1 collisions with a velocity vc > v
∗ result in separation of the kink and antikink
after the first collision, see Fig. 5(a′′) or (b′′). The critical velocity v∗ decreases with increas-
ing h in the range h < 0.6 and increases for larger h, see Fig. 7. Collisions with a velocity
smaller than v∗ can result in either separation of the kink and antikink after a multi-bounce
collision, see Fig. 5(a′), or in the formation of an oscillatory mode. For h < 0.7, when the
phonon band is wide, the oscillatory mode is a bion, see Fig. 5(a), with frequency below
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the phonon band and higher harmonics within the band, see the upper panel of Fig. 9(a).
Due to the interaction with the phonons, the bion constantly radiates energy, its amplitude
decreases and frequency increases, see lower panel of Fig. 9(a). For 0.7 < h < 1 the phonon
band width is small and the oscillatory mode is a DB, see Fig. 5(b) or (b′), with the main
frequency lying below the phonon band and all higher harmonics above the band as shown
in the upper panel of Fig. 9(b). The DB does not interact with the phonons and has a very
long lifetime.
For h > 1 the kink and antikink moving toward each other with a velocity vc < v
∗∗ cannot
overcome the repulsion and they actually do not collide, see Fig. 5(c), or (d), or (d′). The
critical velocity v∗∗ increases linearly with increasing h, see Fig. 7. Collision with a velocity
above v∗∗ can result in either separation of the kink and antikink after a single collision, see
Fig. 5(c′′), or in formation of a DB, see Fig. 5(c′), or in a burst of radiation producing a
rapidly decaying bion, see Fig. 5(d′′), where the radiation burst itself is not shown. A DB is
formed for 1 < h < 1.5 where the phonon band width is small. In this case the DB frequency
is below the phonon band with all higher harmonics being above the band; see the upper
panels of Fig. 9(c) and (d). An energy burst is produced for h > 1.5 when the colliding kink
and antikink create an oscillatory mode with a frequency inside a relatively wide phonon
band. Such a mode radiates energy very quickly and it has a very short lifetime.
Note that when the colliding kink and antikink produce an oscillatory mode, the mode has
frequency within the range from 0.8 to 1.3 in a wide range of h, see Fig. 9. In a forthcoming
study properties of DBs will be addressed in detail regardless of the mechanism of their
generation (generated not only in kink-antikink collisions) in the whole range of possible
frequencies. So far DBs have not been analyzed in the discrete systems free of the static
Peierls–Nabarro potential. One of the most intriguing features here is the DB mobility: it
is relevant to understand whether it is enhanced or not due to the absence of the static
Peierls–Nabarro potential. Contrary to more standard models, the present scenario has
the potential of mobile breathers even for regimes of high discreteness, a feature that is
uncommon for Klein–Gordon models outside the realm of integrable systems.
Another direction for future studies is the analysis of kink collisions in the φ6 and φ8
models [30, 31, 34, 39, 64, 65]. Interestingly, kinks in the φ6 model are asymmetric and have
short-range tails [30, 34, 64]. In the φ8 and a number of suitable higher-order models the
kinks can have long-range tails with power-law decay [39, 59–62]. It would be interesting
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to study kink collisions in these models in the regime of high discreteness. In the work
[66] two discrete φ6 models free of the static Peierls–Nabarro potential have been derived.
Generalizing such a derivation to φ8, φ10 and φ12 would enable the consideration of the
intriguing interplay of discreteness and long-range interactions. A discrete realm may be
more straightforward of a place to consider such long-range interactions given that extended
lattices would be easier to consider than the considerably more computationally expensive
continuum analogues thereof.
The third natural continuation of this work is the analysis of the multi-bounce collisions
and the related analysis of the kink’s internal modes. As it can be seen from Fig. 1(b), in
the case of small h there is only one kink’s internal mode with the frequency ω ≈ √3, but
for h ∼ 1 the kink has more than one internal modes with frequencies below the phonon
spectrum. This fact should affect the picture of multi-bounce collisions and this was indeed
observed in our preliminary simulations.
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